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The bunching requirements for a heavy-ion tandem- 
linac accelerator are defined and a lunching system to 
satisfy these requirements is outlined. This discus- 
sion introduces an exparimsnt on the bunching of 45&V 
'60ions by nxsans of a X/2 superconduding-helix 
resonator. Themeasuredion-bunchwidthis 64 psec, 
a value daninated by the resolution width of the ion 
detector. Ey correcting for the detector-resolution 
width one infers that the ion bunch itself is ~40 psec 
wide. 

I. IMrRoUUc!rICN 

Until recently, most of the emphasis in the design 
and operatianofianlinacs hasbeenon achieving the 
requiredenergyrangewiththerrw&mzn of beam current, 
and relatively little attention has been paid to the 
guality of the output beam. Ha+ever, during the past 
few years a need has developed for heavy-ion accelera- 
torswithextrenelygood beamquality, and several 
concepts aimed at satisfying this need have been 
studied. One of these is the tandan-linac system, in 
which a tandem electrostatic accelerator injects into 
thelinac, thusprovidingthelinacwithan incident 
beamthathas bothgcodenergy resolutionand emittanoe. 
In view of these gccd qualities, if the tandem beam can 
also be for-red into pulses that are narrcwenough, then 
one has the possibility of having the linac operate in 
essentially a linear tie and in this way preserve the 
quality of the incident beam. 

The main ideabehind linear operation of the linac 
is shcwn in Fig. 1, where the deviation AH of the 
projectile energy from the synchronous energy is plot- 
ted as a function of phase anqle @. If the energy and 
phase-angle scales are chosen-correctly, the traject- 
ories for particles in the neighborhood of the 
synchronous point are circles, as shcwn in Fig. 1. 
mreover, in this region the rate of rotation is alrrxt 
the same for all circles. Thus, the acceleration pro- 
cess rotates the phase ellipse of the incident beam, 
but the shape and the area of the ellipses are Ee- 
served. That is,_the longitudinal emittance ZAt is 
preserved, where AE and At are msan values of the 
energy and time spreads, respectively, at positions 
where the phase ellipse is symmetrical with respect to 
the axes. 

In addition to the influence of a non-linear accel- 
erating force, various other effects can deteriorate 
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Fig. 1. Trajectories in phase space of particles in a 
linac with synchronous phase @s. 

thebeamguality, and these effects areminimizedif 
the phase ellipse of the incident beam is matched to an 
acceptance ellipse of the linac - i.e., matched to one 
of the circles -in Fig. 1. Thus, foropttiperform- 
anceof thelinac (in the sense of minimizing EE) ,the 

phase ellip=e_of the injected beam should ha&a a s&i- 
fit ratio AE/At, and hence for any given value of AHE, 
it should have a specific pulse width z. 

A general discussian of the relationship between 
thetirrrespreadoftheincidentbsamandtbeenergy 
spre?of theoutputbeamis beyond the scope of this 

. HacrRver, atypical examplewillindicate the 
~problem. Ccnsider a 

smalllinac that accelerates 'Niions franan incident 
energy of 1.7 MeVper nucleon to 6.3 MsVpernucleon. 
Let the RF fremxancv be 90 MHz. the accelerating field 
3 MV/m, the p&se a&e 80°, and the-ion charge-20. 
Then inordertoobtainanenergyresoltiion AE/Eof 
-1o-3 with amatchedbeam, the tima spread of the 
input bunches- about 49 psec. (FWHM). The 
corresponding energy spread of the incidentbeamis 
226 keV. 

The need for an input-pulse width ~100 psec and a 
corresp3ndingly small energy spread is not the only 
desmnding reguiremsntonthe bunching system for a 
tandem-linac accelerator. Theother requirement is to 
be able tobunch a large fractionof thembeam into 
the desired narrowpulses. Undermanycircurr&anoes, 
there is little beam current to be wasted because of 
limitations of negative-heavy-ion sources and because 
of the inability of the tandem itself to accelerate 
large currents of heavy ions. 

As a consequence of considerations such as cut- 
lined above, we accept the following design objectives 
for the bunching system of a planned tandemlinac 
accelerator operating at an RF frequency of about 90 
MHz: 80% of the DC beam should be bunched into pulses 
cl00 psec wide. This paper outlines the general 
characteristics of the proposed system and then pre- 
sents results of an experiment inwhich ultra-short 
heavy-ion pulses have been measured. 

Themagnitude of the challengeof the design ob- 
jective statedabovemaybestbe appreciated by 
ccinparingitwith the performance 
tunclling systgns. 

of working heavy-ion 

yet. 
Fewsxh systems are inoperation 

For these, the typical performance is that <lo% 
of the DC beamisbunched into pulses - lnsecwide. 
Thus, the high-resolution operation of a tandem-linac 
acceleratorrequires anorder-of7aagnitude iapr-t 
both in beam utilization and in pulse width. 

II. PROPCSED BUNCHING SYSTEM 

Fig. 2 outlines the systenbeingproposedtc bunch 
85% of the DC beam into pulses cl00 psec wide at 90 
MHZ. Thebunchingprccesstakesplaceinthoaemain 
stages : (1) the pre-tar&m bunchers ampress 85% of 
the ham into pulses that are <lnsecwide attbetan- 
dem -1, (2) the post-tandem buncher cutpresses 
the l-nsec pulse dawn to a width <<lo0 psec at the 
seamd stripper, and (3) the debuncbermatches the 
phase ellipse of the beam to the'regui rementsoftbe 
linac. Adefunchingsystemafterthelinacis also 
desirable, but this is not discussed in this paper. 
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Fig. 2. S&enatic of az~ advanced 1 I 
bunching system for a 1 1 
tandem-linac accelerator. 
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Radial-focusing elements 
are not shown. 
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Thepraposedpre-tamkmkmxher systemconsists of 
twc accelerating structures, buncher #l (Fig. 21, oper- 
sting at the fundxrental RF frequencyand buncher #2 at 
the secondharmonic. Theperfomance of the system is 
*roved by using a l/3 ratio for the spacing between 
thebunchers~thespac~te~buncher#2andthe 
positioa of the tine focus, asproposedby Goldstein 
a-d Laisne'. Since the heavy ions aremoving slowly 
and the bunching path lengths my be several mters, 
bunching is achieved with energy variations of only a 
few hundred eV. Extensive calculations shmthat, in 
spite of several time-spreading effects, it should be 
feasiblewith aharmanicbunching systmtocarpress 
>85% of the DC beam fran m source into pulses <l nsec 
wide at the terminal. Hcxewx, to do so it will pro- 
bably bs necessary to use fine grids on the gaps of 
the bunching structures, which may be a considerable 
source of practical difficulty. 

A beamchopper afterthe tandemeliminates un- 
bunched ions. 

The sequence of bunching events in the post-tandem 
region are illustrated in Fig. 3. The km bunch leaves 
thetande3ntermina 1 with a fairly wide spread in time 
(+ 0.5 nsec) and a narrm spread in energy. The time 
spread is determined by the characteristics of the pre- 
tandem luncher and the energy spread by the energy 
straggling in the stropper. The phase ellipse shears 
forward saxwhat before reaching buncher #3, which, in 
a highly-linear operation, tilts the phase ellipse as 
Sm. As the bunch travels tumrd the linac, the 
phase ellipse skews forward and is upright (a time 
focus) when it arrives at the second stripper. Because 
of the large energy spread induced by buncher #3,energy 
straggling in the stripper foil intrcduces relatively 
little additional energy spread. 

Secause of the need for a tti focus at (or zex) 
the secmdstripperarxdbscausethebunchiqpath 
length is fixed, a single bunching structure cannot, in 
general, match the beam to the lilac. This operation 
required tk additionof a second accelerating 
structme, the debmcher, which in Fig. 3 produces a 
phase ellipse that is symmetrical with respect to the 
A.E,At axes. Withtxmaccelerating structures (the 
knmcher and debuncher), both the shapeof the phase 
ellipse of thebunch and its orientatloncanbevaried 
if one does hot require that the posltlon of the tkne 
fccus be exactly at the stripper. This ampranisedoes 
nothaveasignificantinfluenceonthelongitudinal 
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Fig. 3. Bunchingpr0ceSs in the post-tardemregion for 
"Ni ions and a foil stripper in a tandem with 
a lo-MV terminal. 

emittance for awide range of circlsnstancss. 

Dmq-uesticms are frequently asked about the oper- 
ation outlined by Fig. 3: (1) is it practical to build 
the requiredbunching structwes; and (2) are there 
t~spreadingeff~sthataresolargethatthe 
idealized treatment is rmsanixgless? The firstquestion 
is readily answered. A X/2 superconducting element 
such as the helix resonators tested extemively3" in 
tkisLaboratoryaremorethanibdequatefor~buncking 
function. Thedebmcbrneeds to be a scmmhat laxger 
structure, perhaps a 3X/2 helix, and hence it is fairly 
expensive. Fortunately, a separate debunching struc- 
turemynotbenecessary,sinceonecanshcwthatthe 
first accelerating structure of the linac itself can 
performthe functionofdelxnching (orbeammatching) 
without giving up mch of its accelerating pcmr. 

The question cmcemingthemgnitudeoftime- 
spreading effects is more difficult. Detailed calcul- 
ations have been made on the influence of the following 
effects: space chaxge, beamdivergence, resonator non- 
linearity, radial variation of bunching field. The 
overall time spread introduced by these effects is typi- 
cally ~5 psec if the average beam intensity is ~6 x 10" 
particles/set, a large beam current for heavy ions. 
TInx, the tim spreading effects shouldbe negligible 
in rrost applications. Howsver, because thebunch 
widthsbeingmxxMeredare soverymchshorterthan 
have beenobsemad heretofore,many semtc find such 
calculations unconvincing. Themainpointofthis 
paper is topresentthe results of an experimental de- 
monstration that ultra-short pulses of heavy ions can 
beproduced. 

A possible time-spreading effect that is notlisted 
above is the variation in the accelerating voltages in 
the tandem, which ccmld cause a variation in the tim 
of arrival of the knmch at buncher #3. Variations 
in the terminal vcltige or in the voltage distribution 
along the acceleratartube could be inportantin this 
respect. These effects are not includedwith the others 
becausetheyareexpectedtooxuronatimscalethat 
is slm enough to permit correction. Presmably, the 
voltage ofthetandemteminalcanbemade as stable as 
is necessary. Control of the influence of changes inthe 
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voltage distribution is a less conventimal problem. 
wE! propose toe1 iminate the effect of such variations 
by sensing the phase error (relative to amaster 
oscillator) of beam pulses arriving at buncher #3 and 
by using this phase error to control the phase of the 
pre-tandembunchers. 

III. THE BUNCHING EXPERIMENT 

AS a part of a more general effort to develop 
heavy-ionbunching techniques,ms have carried out an 
experiment aimed at demonstrating that unforeseen 
effects do not prevent the formation of ultra-short 
pulses of heavy ions. Theexperimntalsystemusedis 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Ions of 160 with charge 5+ were 
accelerated to 45 MeVby an FNtmdm. Thisbeamfirst 
passes through a convemtimal beam chopper consisting 
of RF deflection plates that sweep the beam over a slit 
about 3 meters dawnstream. All ions in the relatively 
wide bunch so fomed are then ccmpresses (as in Fig. 3) 
by a X/2 helix resonator, (unit Gz of Ref. 3) which 
operates at 91.6 MHz. The helix accelerating field is 
adjusted to make the phase ellipse cme to a time focus 
at a detector 8.3 meters downstream. The detector is 
a ca-marcial surface-barrier detector that responds to 
individual 160 ions that are elastically scattered at 
a mall forward angle (13") by a thin gold foil 
(-.75 j.lg/an2 thick). The difference in time between the 
detected ion and a zero-time pulse derived frun the RF 
wave of the helix is then converted into a pulse height, 
and this pulse height, a linear function of the ion- 
flight time, is recorded in a pulse-height analyzer. 
This gives adirectmasure of the beam-pulse shape 
except for the influence of the detector resolution 
function. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the bunching experiment. 

Since the helix performs a linear operation on the 
incident ion bunch, the area of the phase ellipse is 
preserved during the bunching process unless there are 
unforeseen time-spreading effects. Consequently, a 
lower limit on the bunch width At at the position of 
the tm focus is Eb = Ea 6&/d&, where the sub 
script 5 refers to the position just before the helix 
&I b refers to the time-fccus position. Note that 
A.E& is mainly determined by the energy variation re- 
guired to bunch the beam in the flight path involved. 

Esttites of the various contributions to thebunch 
width are summrized in Table I. The overall width is 
expsctedtobe-20 psec,muchnarrmer thancanba 
measuredwith any heavy-ion detector. Thus one expects 
tomsure only an upperlimitof the bunchwidth. 

The various factors that contribute to the tim- 
resolution width of the detector system are also slm- 
mrized in Table I. Thedaninantcontributioncares 
fran the detector itself, ht the effect of the target 
is not zero. It is of interest to note that the flight- 
path difference introduced by scattering the ions at 
13' is -0.17 am, and this corresponds to a time spread 

of -8 psec. This obsemation emphasizes the fact that 
'cheexpectedbem-pulsewidthof20 pseccorrespondsto 
a P* difference of only 0.4 ml 

Table I. Sourcesoftimeuncertaintyinthebunching 
e2q+?zirrwt. 

EstimateFWHM 
F&m-BunchEffects Tin-e Spread 

icm-energy straggling (1 keV) 4 psec 
ion-energy oscillation (4 keV) 18 
ion-energy drift (2 keV) 8 
beamdivergence 4 
spa-charge Cl 
other effects <1 

overall bunch width 20 psec 

Detector-System Effects 
A flight path at target 8 psec 
target energy straggling -2 
detector resolution -50 
phase jitter, zero-timspulse Cl5 

overall resolution width 254 psec 

'Fmkinds ofbunchingmeasuremantswere carried 
out. In one, the phase range of ions incidentonthe 
buncherwas selededby the chopper,which_wasoperated 
at a voltage that gave a beam-pulse width Ata = 670psec 
(FWHM), i.e., A+a = 22'. 

In the secondkindofms asurement,the initial phase 
rarqewas definedbyrestridingtheion-energy range 
acceptedbythe detector. The idea here is illustrated 
in Fig. 5, which gives ion energy as a function of tims 
of arrival at the position of the tim focus, assmxing 
that the incidentenergyEais a on-&ant. One sees 
that the requirementAE/Qaa+~lrestricts the ions 
accepted for measureman ttithosethatarriveatthe 
helix intheneighborhoodof I$= * PO'. Thosenear 
-90' form a broad peak and those near +90° are the 
bunched ions of interest. Theonlylimitationto this 
procedure is that the relatively poor energy resolution 
of the detector tends to mear out the phase range sel- 
ected. Theextentofthis problemmaybe jtiged fran 
the follcwing data: tion width = 140 kev G = 450 kev; detector resolu- 

. 

Fig. 5. 

-1.0 I 
Plot of the variation AE of beam energy with 
respecttotimtofarrivalatthedetector 
whenthechopperisnotused. Themarkers 
asscciatedwiththepoints give the incident 
Phase angle @a. The buncher *lit& is 
adjustedtogiveatirre focusatthedetector 
nvaning that dE/dt is infinite at $a = 90'. 

Unfortunately, the ion detector performed rather 
pmrlyduringourbunchingm asurments and., since only 
about12 hours ofbeamtimawas available, the problem 
could not be eliminated. Specifically, when the detec- 
tmwas operated atthe bias voltage recmmmded by 
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themanufacturer, themeasuredtidistributioncon- 
sisted of'tm distinct peaks. Examples are shown in 
Fig. 6. Che sees that the time distribution is 
essentially the same for the M ways of selecting the 
initial phase. This similarity tendstoconfinnthe 
equivalence of the two mathods used to select the 
phase range accepted bythe systemsince, as indicated 
balm, all our data indicate that the detector pulses 
fall into two classes (which form different peaks) that 
are not related tc the tine of arrival of the ions. If 
so, the relatively narrmpeak on the left, which is 
the sarre for the M n&es of phase selection, gives an 
upper limit for thewidth of the beampulse. 
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Fig. 6. Measured time spectrum of the bunched I60 beam 
when the detector bias voltage was low (70 V). 
CYurve (a) gives the results obtained when the 
incident-phase range was selected by limiting 
the final energy to values near the incident 
energy. Curve (b) was obtained when the chap 
par selected the incident-phase range. 

It was foundthatthetmpeaks in the tima spat- 
trum could be brought together by increasing the bias 
voltage well above the reoxtmend ed value. This pro- 
cedure also decreased the widths of the individual 
peaks. At the voltage just before the two peaks merge, 
the width of the one on Lhe left was -55 psec. 

The time spxtrun measured when the detector bias 
was increased to 25OV, about 4.5 times the reammended 
value, is given in Fig. 7. Here the two peaks have 
merged and the overall width of the distribution is 
64 psec. Wfortunately, the *highest bias voltage was 
used only with the energy-restriction technique of 
phase selection because the detector was destroyed by 
the extrete operating conditions before the measure- 
rent with the chopper muld be made. Nevertheless, in 
view of the data and interpretation given above, our 
ticking experiment shows conclusively that the beam- 
tich width is (64 psec. Mreover, if the resolution 
width of the detector systen is 250 psec, as is almost 
certain, then one infers that the beam bunch is <40 
psec wide. This result removes most of the doubts 
about the possibility of forming ultra-short pulses of 
heavy ions. 

Fig. 7. Measured time qectnnnofthebunched 160baam 
for the m detector-bias voltage (250 V). 
The incident-phase range was select&i by limit- 
ingthe finalenergytovalues nearthe inci- 
dent energy. 

Cneof themxtencouraging aspects of ourmeasure- 
mentwas the easewithwbichthe superconducting-helix 
structure could be used. Atthetime of ourmeasure- 
mant, the resonator had been on the beam line for about 
4+.eeksandhadbeenoparatedat~rabxt3weeks 
earlier. QI k&h occasions, the maxisnm accelerating 
field for stable operation was about 2.9 MV/m at an 
RF-w input of about 1.7 watts. This corresponds to 
a maximum pergy gain of t365 keV for protons or _C 1.8 
MaV Lor O5 . Thesystemwasxnaintainedatliquid- 
nitrcgenteqeraturebeetweenthe *tests, andthe 
cooldc~ to liquid-helium teqerature for the second 
test proceeded in a canpletely routine way. 

The accelerating field required in our bunching 
experiment was only 0.757 MV/m. At this field, the RF- 
pawer input was about 0.065 watts, so that the liqid- 
helium loss was daninated by heat loss in the cryostat. 

Inthebunchingexperirrent,thechopperwaslocked 
to the helix resonator, which was operated in a self- 
excited r&e. No effort was made to control the 
resonator frequency of the helix, although it would 
have been easy to do so with *roved versions of the 
VCX technique described previously5. Both the R!? 
systemand the cryogenic-controlsystemoperatedwith 
canplete ease and reliability over a period of -24bxrs 
on two occasions , indicating that a superconducting X/2 
helix bunching system is ncw suitable for routine usein 
experiment. 

IV. IM'LICATICNS OF IWZ BUNCHING E,XPERIMENT 

The qriment outlined above indicates that the 
formation of ultra-short pulses of heavy ions at the 
energied provided by a tandem is a straightforward 
matter, with no significant barriers in principle. The 
main problems are siqly those of implementing theideas 
outlined in Sect. II. Thus, one can proceed with con- 
fidence to develop the concept of a tandem-linac 
accelerator system that operates with good. energy resol- 
ution by injecting it with very short beam pulses. 

Almost as important, the availability of ultra- 
short bunches of heavy ions ps up rrany exciting nm 
experimental possibilities, and the ease with which our 
bunching experiment was carried out is leading us to 
proceed inmrxliately to develop a complete bunching sys- 
ten for this purpose. This system is aimed at the needs 
of nuclear heavy-ion physics, for which one wants to 
bunchrrostof the DC beam frun the ion source into 
bunches 550 psec wide at frequencies 30-50 IMHZ. w in- 
tend to proceed in the way outlined in Fig. 2 except 
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that, for sjqlicity, the energy spread of the bunched 
beam will be limited by using the longest available 
flight path (about 13 rs&ers) rather than by a de- 
tzmcher. 

An important physics objective of the proposed 
bunching systernis tobe able tomeasure the velocity 
of heavy products produced in heavy-ion-induced 
nuclear reactions. Thevelccity,whencarbinedwith 
the particle energy and the rate of energy loss m/Ax, 
allass one to det ermine cleanly the mass and the 
nuclear charge 2 of an ion, as has already been 
beautifully demanstrated6 by rseans of a tine-of-flight 
telescope in which one measures the tims difference 
be~enanionpassingthrough athin AE surface- 
barrier detector and stopping in a thick detector only 
23 an away. In the s-lest application of very short 
beam pulses, one muld make similar measurenx?nts, but 
withthe zero tins teeing given by the knmn arrival 
time of thebunchan the target. This approach~uld 
remove various problems caused by scattering of ions 
in the AE detector. In particular, the pulsed beam is 
essential for very heavy low-energy reaction prcducts, 
whichcannotgetthroughthe&Edetector. 

In a0re general terms, the availability of beams 
of heavy ions with ultra-short pulse widths, good 
energy resolution, and gocd sstuttance would enable the 
experimenter to make use of spatial localization of 
thebunch ina p%erful way. In particular, one can 
visualize many new exparirnental possibilities for un- 
tangling the cunplexities of heavy-ion reactions that 
result in fission or in fusion of the projectile and 
target nuclei. 

Fmn the viewpoint of accelerator development, thr 
inmediate application of sqxxconductiq accelerating 
structures to the needs of heavy-ion physics is 
attractivebecause itwillundoubtedlyprovide-y in- 
sights into the practical problens of the new technol- 
C9-Y. 
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